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TECHNO SIGNZ
Other vs. Techno

-Need additional 
controller or 

other device to 
update

-Sign message 
limited by 

controller or device 
options

-Limited by 
existing message 

board options

-Wi-Fi or 3G 
network

-Easily update 
message via 
smartphone app

-Customize image 
or message 
instantly via app

-Various message 
board options; 
amber, 7 color 
and more 

-GSM network 
connection to 
smartphone app

CUSTOMIZEABLE
MORE RELIABLE

SMARTER

LIMITED
VULNERABLE
HARDER TO USE
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TECHNO SIGNZ
GSM Technology

Techno Signz’s GSM technology allows users to update their DigiTrail Sign reliably 
and securely (un-hackable). Rain or shine, GSM technology safely delivers the 

message. The technology also allows users to update the sign from any location.
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DIGITRAIL SIGN 
Security Features

Techno Signz’s unit is lockable and has app technology that allows for users to track the GPS 
location of the sign in real-time. The sign also notifies the user in real-time through the app, if 

the sign is ever moved from its location. Furthermore, the sign is coupled with the user’s 
phone number, so no one can hack the system without actually stealing the user’s phone. 
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DIGITRAIL SIGN
Additional Info

Height: 4’
Raised Height: 11.2’
Length: 8’
Width: 1.5’

SIGN
Module: P20, P25, P33 DIP

Resolution: 112x224 & 
128x64pixels

Pixel Pitch: 20mm, 25mm, 33mm
Brightness: ≥8,000cd/m2

DISPLAYDTSA

DTSFCDTS5C

DigiTrail Sign-Amber

DigiTrail Sign-Full ColorDigiTrail Sign-5 Colour
Consumption: Average 80W

Weight: 2,000lbs

Other: Auto-dimming
Other: 12V power 
required (solar or non-
solar), hydraulic lift

Connected
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DIGI PILOT SIGN
Techno Checks

üIP67 rated Data/RS232 port w/Dust cover

üGraphic capability (amber & colour 
options)

üIntelligent display w/ self- test & failure detection

üLockable cabinets with password protection

üInternal Clock synchronised to GPS

üSolar panels track sun via sensors

ü360° telescopic mast, for sign and solar panels
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